It is well known that the largest normal neighborhood of a point in a compact Riemannian manifold is a Euclidean cell, that is, homeomorphic to the open unit ball. In this paper it is proved that this normal neighborhood is in fact C°° diffeomorphic to the open unit ball. The method is to paste together a sequence of C°° radial dilations which combine to engulf an open ball or all of R".
V. OZOLS 9 E Sx), R = sup{p(0)|0 E Sx}. Let 0 < r0 < r be fixed, and choose a sequence {e,}°l , such that: (i) £, > 0, (ii) e, > e, + 1, (iii) e, < r -r0, (iv) lim^^e, = 0. Let <5( = e( -e,+1, so that 0 < <5-< e, and lim 5, = 0. Thus, along each ray r h> (0, r) (0 fixed), tl is nondecreasing in each interval [p/_i(0).P,-(0)]; hence nondecreasing along the entire ray emanating from 0. Moreover, n,-(0,O) = 1 so tj,. > 1 on (7. Define maps /: U -> R" by /(0,r) = (0,Tj,(0,r)r) (i.e. /(x) = ti^x) • x). These are C00 maps and /|t7,_i = /,_1|I7/_1. Let r,(x) = liim^^Lx) and f(x) = lim^/fx). Since L7 , C Uj,f\Uj = fj\Uj, and 171£/,-= T7f-1L/-, it follows that tj and /are C00 maps on U. Note that the inductive definitions above make sense for all x E R", but one cannot expect t, or / to be differentiable on 37/ = U\U even though tj and/ are. Let 0 = (0,,... ,0n_,) be a coordinate chart on Sx, and compute Df in terms of the local coordinates (0,,... ,0"_t,r) in c7\(0}. It is easily seen that in c/\{0}, we have License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where /"_, is the (n -1) X (n -1) identity matrix. Thus, det (Df) = r9T/;/3r + tj;. But tj, is nondecreasing in the /--direction so drij/dr > 0; and since r > 0, tj(. > 1, it follows that det(A»/) > 0 in U\{0}. In a neighborhood of 0, / = id, so / is nonsingular on U. Since / preserves the rays r h> (9, r), and tj(-> 1, it follows that / is one-to-one on U. 
